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THE MASSIVE NUMBER 1 SUNDAY TIMES BESTSELLER It has been 30 years since
Noel Fitzpatrick graduated as a veterinary surgeon, and that 22-year-old from Ballyfin,
Ireland, is now one of the leading veterinary surgeons in the world. The journey to that
point has seen Noel treat thousands of animals - many of whom were thought to be
beyond help - animals that have changed his life, and the lives of those around them,
for the better. If the No.1 Sunday Times bestseller Listening to the Animals was about
Noel's path to becoming The Supervet, then How Animals Saved My Life is about what
it's like to actually be The Supervet. Noel shares the moving and often funny stories of
the animals he's treated and the unique 'animal people' he has met along the way. He
reflects on the valuable lessons of Integrity, Care, Love and Hope that they have taught
him - lessons that have sustained him through the unbelievable highs and crushing
lows of a profession where lives are quite literally at stake. As Noel explores what
makes us connect with animals so deeply, we meet Peanut, the world's first cat with
two front bionic limbs; eight-year-old therapy dachschund Olive; Odin, a gorgeous fiveyear-old Dobermann, who would prove to be one of Noel's most challenging cases and of course his beloved companions Ricochet, the Maine Coon, and Keira, the
scruffy Border terrier who is always by his side.
Bruce Forsyth is known across four generations as the face of family entertainment
classics such as The Generation Game, Play Your Cards Right and The Price is Right.
His is an amazing story that spans more than two thirds of the twentieth century. In the
late 1950s, over half of Britain would tune in to Sunday Night at the London Palladium,
making Bruce a star in a few weeks. But it had been a long slog since his debut as a
fourteen-year-old 'Boy Bruce the Mighty Atom' in 1942, then wartime work for the Red
Cross and National Service, and playing every theatre, concert party, summer season,
double act and review known to man. Bruce's first-ever account of his whole life is
chock full of anecdotes, honest appraisals of tough times, failed marriages and affairs,
comments on entertainment and what it took to be a comedian at the height of his
powers. 'In the gameshow of life, Brucie hasn't just won the TV, the golf clubs and the
hostess trolley. He's won the cuddly toy as well' Mirror
Discover the remarkably honest and captivating story of one of the world's greatest
ever singing talents, Sir Tom Jones 'Brilliantly told' SUNDAY TIMES 'A terrific, starstudded journey' DAILY EXPRESS ______ 'For a lot of years, I've answered a lot of
questions, but have never told my story before . . .' In a business where dreams are
often short-lived, Sir Tom Jones has maintained his sensational career across six
decades. Through his unrelenting love for what he does and his passion for working
across every genre there is, the one constant throughout has been his unique musical
gifts and unmistakable voice. But how did a boy from a Welsh coal-mining family attain
success across the globe? And how has he survived the twists and turns of fame and
fortune to not only stay exciting, but actually become more credible and interesting with
age? In this, his first ever autobiography, Tom revisits his past and tells the tale of his
journey from wartime Pontypridd to LA and beyond. He reveals the stories behind the
ups and downs of his fascinating and remarkable life, from the early heydays to the
subsequent fallow years to his later period of artistic renaissance. It's the story nobody
else knows or understands, told by the man who lived it, and written the only way he
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knows how: simply and from the heart. Raw, honest, funny and powerful, this is a
memoir like no other from one of the world's greatest ever singing talents. ______
'Packed with the kind of showbiz tales you don't get any more' Daily Express 'Hugely
enjoyable' Daily Mail 'A book that gets to Jones's core' Daily Mirror 'This lively,
thoughtful and entertaining account does justice to a remarkable life and career'
Sunday Express 'A brilliant read full of charm' Woman & Home
The issue of relativism looms large in many contemporary discussions of knowledge,
reality, society, religion, culture and gender. Is truth relative? To what extent is
knowledge dependent on context? Are there different logics? Do different cultures and
societies see the world differently? And is reality itself something that is constructed?
This book offers a path through these debates. O'Grady begins by clarifying what
exactly relativism is and how it differs from scepticism and pluralism. He then examines
five main types of cognitive relativism: alethic relativism, logical relativism, ontological
relativism; epistemological relativism, and relativism about rationality. Each is clearly
distinguised and the arguments for and against each are assessed. O'Grady offers a
welcome survey of recent debates, engaging with the work of Davidson, Devitt, Kuhn,
Putnam, Quine, Rorty, Searle, Winch and Wittgenstein, among others, and he offers a
distinct position of his own on this hotly contested issue.
Thomas Bunn known as Bunny Thomas embarks on a reflection of a life lived with a
companion of 36 years, Dennis Docherty whose support never wavered. Life in
showbiz, psychiatry and his beginnings in the Black Country from adoption, growing up
in the 1950s and the adjustments that had to be made.
An original and groundbreaking history of religious tolerance that offers an essential
guide to understanding Islam and the West today and the role of religion in the modern
world.
Winner of the Elizabeth Longford prize for Historical Biography 'Engrossing' Claire
Tomalin / 'Superb' Sunday Times / 'A triumph' Daily Mail Whether honoured and
admired or criticized and ridiculed, Florence Nightingale has invariably been
misrepresented and misunderstood. As the Lady with the Lamp, ministering to the
wounded and dying of the Crimean War, she offers an enduring image of sentimental
appeal and one that is permanently lodged in our national consciousness. But the
awesome scale of her achievements over the course of her 90 years is infinitely more
troubling - and inspiring - than this mythical simplification. From her tireless
campaigning and staggering intellectual abilities to her tortured relationship with her
sister and her distressing medical condition, this vivid and immensely readable
biography draws on a wealth of unpublished material and previously unseen family
papers, disentangling the myth from the reality and reinvigorating with new life one of
the most iconic figures in modern British history. 'Enthralling' Guardian 'Excellent'
Spectator 'Hugely readable' Lancet 'Gripping and faultless' Observer, Books of the Year
'Remarkable. A subtle, scholarly and immensely readable portrait. Scrupulous,
thoughtful and clear-eyed. A masterly achievement' Financial Times 'It will not be
superseded for generations to come' Sunday Telegraph
'I heard a horrible screaming sound, like an animal being slaughtered ... then I realised
it was me.' When Katie Piper was 24, her life was near perfect. Young and beautiful,
she was well on her way to fulfilling her dream of becoming a model. But then she met
Daniel Lynch on Facebook and her world quickly turned into a nightmare ... After being
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held captive and brutally raped by her new boyfriend, Katie was subjected to a vicious
acid attack. Within seconds, this bright and bubbly girl could feel her looks and the life
she loved melting away. Beautiful is the moving true story of how one young woman
had her mind, body and spirit cruelly snatched from her and how she inspired millions
with her fight to get them back.
'When people gave up on Wylie, Wylie refused to give up on people.' For a street dog born in
the city of Kandahar, Afghanistan, to be crowned top dog at Scruffts, a competition for
crossbreeds held during Crufts, the largest dog show on earth, is nothing short of a miracle.
But for Wylie, the gentle, cropped eared ball of fur, miracles seemed to happen quite regularly.
Beaten and abused while being used as a bait dog, Wylie suffered terrible injuries that needed
urgent treatment. Rescued close to death, with hacked off ears and a severed tail, he was
attended to by soldiers who feared he would not last the night. Astonishingly he did, only to
return days later with new injuries. However a lifeline came when he was handed over to
animal welfare Charity Nowzad and flown to Britain in the hope of finding a new life. But would
anyone take a chance on a seemingly nervous and undomesticated stray? Luckily for Wylie his
biggest adventure yet was about to begin... This is the incredible and heart-warming story, full
of tragedy and triumph, of a dog who never gave up hope.
RY CLV RNGH? Can you find the connection between Gandalf, Sherlock Holmes, David Brent
and Ford Perfect? Only Connect is the ultimate test of knowledge and lateral thinking. Since
2008 the fiendishly difficult quiz show has been challenging contestants to find connections
between apparently unrelated clues. The Only Connect Quiz Book collects over 200 of the
most entertaining and perplexing challenges from the team behind the BBC’s hugely popular
quiz show - including many new (never broadcast) questions. Covering each of the show’s
four rounds – Connections, Sequences, the Connecting Wall and Missing Vowels – and with
introductions from presenter Victoria Coren Mitchell, here is your chance to put your own
sleuthing and quizzical knowledge to the Only Connect test. With games to play on your own
or in teams (clever names, please), The Only Connect Quiz Book will take your quizzing
achievements to a new level.
'For every dog or cat saved from an unhappy situation or uncertain future, there is a human
story too. The stories in this book show how rewarding pet ownership can be.' - Paul O'Grady
Battersea Dogs and Cats Home is the oldest and most-loved animal home in the country,
caring for thousands of lost, abandoned or unwanted cats and dogs every year. But while they
play a vital role in saving animals, quite often these animals go on to save their new owners in
surprising ways. In this book, you'll meet: · Bibi the Staffie, who helped her owner make a
remarkable recovery after a stroke · Kobi the Husky, who had never seen sunlight until he was
rescued · Minty the three-legged cat, who formed a special bond with a baby · Marjorie the
Bulldog, who went from being abandoned on the streets to meeting the Queen! Featuring
moving but uplifting real life stories about the animals that have passed through Battersea's
doors,A Friend for Life will strike a chord with anyone whose life has been blessed by animals.
Royalties from the sale of this book go towards supporting the work of Battersea Dogs and
Cats Home (registered charity no. 206394).
Come with Claude on a smashing adventure! These waggy tales are perfect for new readers,
with illustrations on every page. As seen on TV - Claude is the star of his very own TV show!
'Illustrated with humour and elegance ...' The Sunday Times When Mr and Mrs Shinyshoes set
off for work, Claude decides what adventure he wants to have that day. Today he and Sir
Bobblysock go to the city for the very first time. They have tea in a café, go shopping and visit
a museum. It is all very normal until ... Claude accidentally foils a robbery and becomes the
local hero! 'For emerging readers I recommend the Claude books' Irish Sunday Independent
Catch up with ten terrific years of Claude! Read on with: Claude on Holiday Claude in the City
Claude at the Circus Claude in the Country Claude in the Spotlight Claude on the Slopes
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Claude Lights! Camera! Action! Claude Going for Gold Santa Claude Claude Adventures
Claude All At Sea Claude at the Palace Claude Doodle Book Claude: All About Keith Claude
Snazzy Dress-Up Sticker Book Claude: Anyone for Strawberries? Claude Ever-So-Summery
Sticker Book
Comedian, teatime talk show host and all-round entertainer, multi-award winning Paul O'Grady
is one of the most popular figures on British television.But his real-life journey has been more
dramatic than any of his on-stage stories.Born into a noisy Irish Catholic household in
Birkenhead, Paul was always determined to live a colourful life. He was a boxing champion as
a boy. He became a dad as a teenager. He has been a barman in a brothel and spent his first
years in London working as a carer to some of the capital's most at-risk kids.In this, the first
major biography of the star, Neil Simpson reveals the extraordinary highs and the terrible lows
of Paul's life. He explains: how Lily Savage was born as a way to make more money - and help
Paul take his mind off the horrors he saw every day as a social worker; how tough it was for
the 'blonde bombsite from Birkenhead' to break into the entertainment mainstream; and, why
Paul decided to risk everything by throwing off Lily's wig and carving out a new career as
himself.The depression, the private grief and the near fatal heart attacks that struck as Paul reinvented himself as the funniest and most successful chat show host in the country. Frequently
hilarious and sometimes heart-wrenchingly sad, Paul O'Grady has always lived his life on a
rollercoaster of emotions. Today he is a proud grandfather, a multimillionaire and a man loved
by millions of devoted fans. This is his incredible story.
Peter Kay's unerring gift for observing the absurdities and eccentricities of family life has
earned himself a widespread, everyman appeal. These vivid observations coupled with a kind
of nostalgia that never fails to grab his audience's shared understanding, have earned him
comparisons with Alan Bennett and Ronnie Barker. In his award winning TV series' he creates
worlds populated by degenerate, bitter, useless, endearing and always recognisable
characters which have attracted a huge and loyal following. In many ways he's an old
fashioned kind of comedian and the scope and enormity of his fanbase reflects this. He doesn't
tell jokes about politics or sex, but rather rejoices in the far funnier areas of life: elderly relatives
and answering machines, dads dancing badly at weddings, garlic bread and cheesecake, your
mum's HRT... His autobiography is full of this kind of humour and nostalgia, beginning with
Kay's first ever driving lesson, taking him back through his Bolton childhood, the numerous
jobs he held after school and leading up until the time he passed his driving test and found
fame.
THE SUNDAY TIMES BESTSELLER 'Where do you come from? It's one of the most basic
human questions of all. But there is another question, which might sound a wee bit similar but
is actually very different: What do you come from? And, let me tell you, that question can take
you all sorts of strange places...' In Made in Scotland, legendary comic and national treasure
Billy Connolly returns to his roots, reflecting on his life, his homeland and what it means – then
and now – to be Scottish. Full of Billy's distinctive humour, Made in Scotland is a hilarious and
heartfelt love letter to the place and the people that made him.
In 2001, Adam Henson was chosen from 3,500 applicants to become a presenter on
Countryfile. Adam's agricultural knowledge and open manner soon made him a popular figure
and when the programme moved to its current Sunday evening slot in 2009, he began to
present a weekly report from his own farm in the Cotswolds. There, the ups and downs of the
farming calendar, as told in Adam's straight-talking fashion, soon became one of the most
popular parts of the programme as viewers watched him endure the stress of TB testing and
his sadness at losing valuable cattle as well as the highs of spring lambing. This is the first
book by Adam Henson, and it is an enthralling, first-person account of the drama, emotion and
sheer hard work that is life on Adam's Farm.

In this groundbreaking new work, David Kessler—an expert on grief and the coauthor
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with Elisabeth Kübler-Ross of the iconic On Grief and Grieving—journeys beyond the
classic five stages to discover a sixth stage: meaning. In 1969, Elisabeth Kübler Ross
first identified the stages of dying in her transformative book On Death and Dying.
Decades later, she and David Kessler wrote the classic On Grief and Grieving,
introducing the stages of grief with the same transformative pragmatism and
compassion. Now, based on hard-earned personal experiences, as well as knowledge
and wisdom earned through decades of work with the grieving, Kessler introduces a
critical sixth stage. Many people look for “closure” after a loss. Kessler argues that it’s
finding meaning beyond the stages of grief most of us are familiar with—denial, anger,
bargaining, depression, and acceptance—that can transform grief into a more peaceful
and hopeful experience. In this book, Kessler gives readers a roadmap to remembering
those who have died with more love than pain; he shows us how to move forward in a
way that honors our loved ones. Kessler’s insight is both professional and intensely
personal. His journey with grief began when, as a child, he witnessed a mass shooting
at the same time his mother was dying. For most of his life, Kessler taught physicians,
nurses, counselors, police, and first responders about end of life, trauma, and grief, as
well as leading talks and retreats for those experiencing grief. Despite his knowledge,
his life was upended by the sudden death of his twenty-one-year-old son. How does the
grief expert handle such a tragic loss? He knew he had to find a way through this
unexpected, devastating loss, a way that would honor his son. That, ultimately, was the
sixth state of grief—meaning. In Finding Meaning, Kessler shares the insights, collective
wisdom, and powerful tools that will help those experiencing loss. Finding Meaning is a
necessary addition to grief literature and a vital guide to healing from tremendous loss.
This is an inspiring, deeply intelligent must-read for anyone looking to journey away
from suffering, through loss, and towards meaning.
THE SUNDAY TIMES BESTSELLER A fascinating and hilarious glimpse into Paul's life
at home in the country with his animals Paul O'Grady's Country Life for the first time
gives a glimpse into the home life of one of Britain’s best loved stars, alongside the
animals he adores. Sometimes rural idyll, sometimes hell on earth, Paul’s life in rural
Kent has been shared over the years with some very vocal pigs, a mad cow, various
rescued barn owls, the world’s most sadistic geese and Christine the psychotic sheep
– among many other animal waifs and strays. And of course Paul tells the stories of the
dogs in his life – including the tiny chihuahua/Jack Russell cross with Napoleonic
ambitions, Eddie, Miss Olga, Bullseye, Louis, Boycie and, of course, Buster, the
greatest canine star since Lassie. In addition, Paul shares some of his favourite
recipes, explores country lore and superstitions, and extols the benefits of growing your
own vegetables, herbs and fruit. This is a warts-and-all account of country living, as far
removed from the bright lights of celebrity as you could ever imagine. The trials and
tribulations Paul experienced on moving to deepest darkest Kent as a dyed-in-the-wool
city dweller are every bit as hilarious and eventful as you would think. He had a lot of
new skills to learn, and fast: everything from how to churn your own butter and how to
birth a lamb to the best way to lure a cow out of your kitchen while naked from the waist
down. Brilliantly funny and full of classic stories, Paul O’Grady’s Country Life is your
armchair guide to the wonders and horrors of rural existence.
_____________________________ Readers love Paul O’Grady’s Country Life: *****
‘This book is excellent. It will make you laugh out loud and it will make you cry.’ *****
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‘Delightful read. An insight into Paul O’Gradys country life, told in his true fashion.
Couldn’t put it down!’ ***** ‘I think he has a gift of compassion for animals as well as
people and it always shines through.’
The first three books in Paul O'Grady's life story have covered his childhood, his first
forays onto the stage, and the birth of his legendary comic creation, Lily Savage. Now
it's time for him to bring the story up to date and tell the world the hilarious and
shocking tales of celebrity life: the parties, the glamour, the booze, the famous friends.
Along the way, you can expect to meet Cilla Black, Jean Claude van Damme, Robbie
Williams, and various Rolling Stones. And that's just for starters...
Rain is lashing down when Barby Keel is called out to an emergency unfolding at the
gates of her animal sanctuary, deep in the Sussex countryside. A greyhound had been
dumped under the cover of darkness, and is at death's door. In the 37 years she has
dedicated her life to the welfare of animals, Barby has witnessed the horrors that
humans are capable of, but never has she seen anything as barbaric as this poor dog's
condition. Cigarette burns scar his flank, and he is so malnourished that he struggles to
stand, every rib showing through his patchy fur. It's touch-and-go whether he will
survive the night. The dog, who Barby names Bailey, proves he has a fighting spirit
and, slowly but surely, begins the long road to recovery. But Barby is facing her own
battle with ill health - one that threatens the future of the entire sanctuary... Will You
Love Me? is an emotional, joyful true story of the deepest bond that exists between
humans and animals, and shows how in rescuing others, we can rescue ourselves.
In this hilariously frank account of his life, Jack Dee finally reveals what turned a once
optimistic young man into this grumpy middle-aged git.It's a journey that takes him from
a first gig as a ventriloquist s dummy, to working in an artificial leg fac
"The further adventures of Paul O'Grady - following on from the bestselling At My
Mother's Knee - are, if anything, even more hilarious and outrageous than what has
come before."--Back cover.
Christmas at Battersea: True Stories of Miracles and Hope is full of heart-warming
festive tales about the bond between man and animal, from Battersea Dogs and Cats
Home. 'Battersea Dogs & Cats Home never closes its doors, not even on Christmas
Day' - Paul O'Grady On Christmas Day this year, an army of dedicated volunteers will
be making the day as special as possible for the four-legged residents of Battersea,
with knitted jumpers for poorly puppies and turkey dinners for hungry kittens. Christmas
at Battersea features tales of rescue from Battersea's staff, and of inspirational owners
who find a place in their hearts and homes for abandoned pets. You'll meet: - Scrappie
the mongrel puppy, left in a bin on the coldest day of the year - Shadow the Pug, whose
loyalty helps a widow through her first Christmas alone - The litter of puppies named
after Santa's reindeer, in urgent need of a home on Christmas Eve - Rosie the Staffie,
rescued from a freezing lake Featuring tear-jerking but uplifting real life stories about
the animals that have passed through Battersea's doors at Yule time, Christmas at
Battersea is the perfect present for animal lovers. Battersea Dogs and Cats Home is
the oldest and most-loved animal home in the country, caring for thousands of lost,
abandoned or unwanted cats and dogs every year. Royalties from the sale of this book
go towards supporting the work of Battersea Dogs and Cats Home (registered charity
no. 206394).
THE SUNDAY TIMES BESTSELLER 'Funny, forthright and sharp as a knife . . .
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O'Grady writes just as he speaks.' Daily Mirror Lilian Maeve Veronica Savage,
international sex kitten, was born on the steps of The Legs of Man public house, Lime
Street, Liverpool on a policeman's overcoat. Her mother, the lady wrestler Hell Cat
Savage, had no such luxuries as gas and air. She just bit down on the policeman's
torch and recovered afterwards at the bar with a large pale ale... Paul O'Grady shot to
fame via his brilliant comic creation, the blonde bombsite Lily Savage. In the first two
parts of his bestselling and critically acclaimed autobiography, Paul took us through his
childhood in Birkenhead to his first, teetering steps on stage. Now, in Still Standing, for
the first time, he brings us the no-holds-barred true story of Lily and the rocky road to
stardom... Paul pulls no punches in this tale of bar room brawls, drunken escapades
and liaisons dangereuses. And that's just backstage at the Panto... Along the way, we
stop off at some extremely dodgy pubs and clubs, and meet a collection of exotic
characters who made the world a louder, brighter and more hilarious place. From the
chaos of the Toxteth riots and the Vauxhall Tavern police raid, to the mystery of who
shot Skippy and the great chip pan fire of Victoria Mansions, Paul emerges shaken but
not stirred. Still Standing will make you laugh and make you cry. Some of the stories
might even make your hair curl. But it stands as a glorious tribute to absent friends and
to a world which has now all but vanished. Readers love Still Standing: 'Paul makes
you feel like he's chatting to you as a friend. The stories are bold, honest, sometimes
hilarious, sometimes very sad.' ***** 'This had my crying, nervous and laughing out
loud. I would expect nothing less from the fabulously honest Paul O'Grady.' ***** 'He
writes as he speaks, entirely from the heart . . . with his usual warmth, care, concern
and honesty, a brilliant read.' *****

**THE SUNDAY TIMES BESTSELLER** Paul O'Grady's Country Life for the first
time gives a glimpse into the home life of one of Britain's best loved stars,
alongside the animals he adores. Sometimes rural idyll, sometimes hell on earth,
Paul's life in rural Kent has been shared over the years with some very vocal
pigs, a mad cow, various rescued barn owls, the world's most sadistic geese and
Christine the psychotic sheep - among many other animal waifs and strays. And
of course Paul tells the stories of the dogs in his life - including the tiny
chihuahua/Jack Russell cross with Napoleonic ambitions, Eddie, Miss Olga,
Bullseye, Louis, Boycie and, of course, Buster, the greatest canine star since
Lassie. In addition, Paul shares some of his favourite recipes, explores country
lore and superstitions, and extols the benefits of growing your own vegetables,
herbs and fruit. This is a warts-and-all account of country living, as far removed
from the bright lights of celebrity as you could ever imagine. The trials and
tribulations Paul experienced on moving to deepest darkest Kent as a dyed-in-thewool city dweller are every bit as hilarious and eventful as you would think. He
had a lot of new skills to learn, and fast: everything from how to churn your own
butter and how to birth a lamb to the best way to lure a cow out of your kitchen
while naked from the waist down. Brilliantly funny and full of classic stories, Paul
O'Grady's Country Life is your armchair guide to the wonders and horrors of rural
existence.
In his own uniquely acid tongue, Paul O'Grady traces the hilarious tales of life in
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Irish Catholic Birkenhead that took him from a virtuous altar-boy ("my first drag")
to Britain's best loved entertainer. It's a life that includes, varyingly, stints in an
abbatoir, as a social worker, in a high-class Mayfair brothel, and traipsing down
to London to chase his dreams. By 23, Paul O'Grady had been a father,
husband, drag queen, gay lover, divorcee, and degenerate. He did it all with a
smile on his face, making a mental note to register the whip-smart one-liners that
would later inform his star-studded path from the fringes of comedy to the heart
of the British establishment, first as his own brilliant comic creation Lily Savage,
then, triumphantly, as himself. Paul's remarkable childhood and early life is
littered with a dizzying cast-list of rogues, rascals, lovers, fighters, saints, and
sinners. Oh, and one iconic bus conductress. Told with pathos, love, empathy,
and naturally, biting humor, the story of Paul O'Grady is that of everyman,
everywoman, and inevitably, every drag act ever. He has been rich and poor,
posh and common, straight and gay. He has mixed with stars and whores and all
that's in between, slyly spotting the similarity between them all. His amazing and
riveting life story reminds us that there is, when all is said and done, a bit of
savage in all of us.
She made her choice at 14 years old. Must it be a life sentence? Marion Dante
always knew she would be a nun. She was born in answer to prayer and she was
her mother’s “sin offering”. Because she was conceived out of wedlock, her
mother promised God that she would offer her back to Him. So at the age of 14,
enclosed and indoctrinated, she started her training to become a nun. Now, 30
years later, she finds herself wrestling with doubts and misery. Shunned by many
of the nuns who have been her only family for her whole adult life, she begins the
process that will free her. But freedom is a terrifying prospect. Like a caged bird,
she clings to her prison bars. Even simple matters like wearing a short skirt,
ordering a cup of tea in a restaurant, making everyday chatter with a stranger on
a bus are all mountains to climb. Having to confront an ATM machine is almost
enough to send her scuttling back to the convent! She must ask herself the
question: if she drops the habit, who then will she be? Who is Marion Dante
without the convent walls? In this gripping, honest book, Marion bares her soul.
She also opens the door to the convent and invites us in. In the stressful hustle
and bustle of modern life, have you ever envied the
THE NO.1 SUNDAY TIMES BESTSELLER. A powerful, heart-warming and
inspiring memoir from the UK's most famous and beloved vet, Professor Noel
Fitzpatrick - star of the Channel 4 series The Supervet. Growing up on the family
farm in Ballyfin, Ireland, Noel's childhood was spent tending to the cattle and
sheep, the hay and silage, the tractors and land, his beloved sheepdog Pirate
providing solace from the bullies that plagued him at school. It was this bond with
Pirate, and a fateful night spent desperately trying to save a newborn lamb, that
inspired Noel to enter the world of veterinary science - and set him on the path to
becoming The Supervet. Now, in this long-awaited memoir, Noel recounts this
often-surprising journey that sees him leaving behind a farm animal practice in
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rural Ireland to set up Fitzpatrick Referrals in Surrey, one of the most advanced
small animal specialist centres in the world. We meet the animals that paved the
way, from calving cows and corralling bullocks to talkative parrots and bionic cats
and dogs. Noel has listened to the many lessons that the animals in his care
have taught him, and especially the times he has shared with his beloved Keira,
the scruffy Border Terrier who has been by Noel's side as he's dealt with the
unbelievable highs and crushing lows of his extraordinary career. As heartwarming and life-affirming as the TV show with which he made his name,
Listening to the Animals is a story of love, hope and compassion, and about
rejoicing in the bond between humans and animals that makes us the very best
we can be.
The Sunday Times Bestseller that inspired BBC drama Danny Boy At the age of
23, Brian Wood was thrust into the front line in Iraq, in the infamous Battle of
Danny Boy. Ambushed, he led a charge across open ground with insurgents
firing at just five soldiers. On his return, he was awarded the Military Cross. But
Brian's story had only just begun. Struggling to re-integrate into family life, he
suffered from PTSD. Then, five years later, a letter arrived: it summoned him to
give evidence at the Al-Sweady Inquiry into allegations of war crimes by British
soldiers during the Iraq invasion of 2003. After years of public shame, Brian took
the stand and delivered a powerful testimony, and following the tense inquiry
room scenes, justice was finally served. Phil Shiner, the lawyer who made the
false accusations, was struck off and stripped of an honorary doctorate. In this
compelling memoir, Brian speaks powerfully and movingly about the three battles
in his life, from being ambushed with no cover, to the mental battle to adjust at
home, to being falsely accused of hideous war crimes. It's a remarkable and dark
curve which ends with his honour restored but, as he says, it was too little, too
late.
‘My name is Michael Pennington, and I am not a comic character. I’m often
mistaken for one though. You might know him by another name. Johnny Vegas.’
Published anonymously in 1824, this gothic mystery novel was written by
Scottish author James Hogg. The Private Memoirs and Confessions of a Justified
Sinner was published as if it were the presentation of a century-old document.
The unnamed editor offers the reader a long introduction before presenting the
document written by the sinner himself.
Cilla Black is without doubt one of Britain's most treasured personalities.
Generations have grown up with Cilla's music, TV shows, and performances. But
how much do we really know about 'the girl with the bright red hair and the jet
black voice'? What's It All About? is Cilla's own story, told for the first time ever.
It's the story of a woman who has worked ceaselessly to stay at the top for forty
years despite setbacks and personal tragedy; a life of incredible highs and
terrible lows. In this deeply personal autobiography she tells her unique story in
intimate and vivid detail for the very first time. This is the real Cilla Black.
THE SUNDAY TIMES BESTSELLER When Monty Don's golden retriever Nigel became the
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surprise star of BBC Gardeners' World, inspiring huge interest, fan mail and his own social
media accounts, Monty Don wanted to explore what makes us connect with animals quite so
deeply. In many respects Nigel was a very ordinary dog; charming, handsome and obedient,
as so many are. He was a much loved family pet. He was also a star. By telling Nigel's story,
Monty relates his relationships with the other special dogs in his life in a memoir of his dogs
past and very much present. Since it was first released in 2016, Monty Don's Nigel: my family
and other dogs has sold over a quarter of a million copies, with Nigel, who sadly passed away
in 2020, ensuring his place in the hearts of readers and dog lovers everywhere. This lifeaffirming memoir of the importance of dogs in Monty's life and in all our lives, is never more
true than now. 'I have always had a dog, or dogs. I cannot imagine life without them. I am just
as much a fan of Nigel as any besotted viewer. In the book I explore why we love dogs and
what they mean to us emotionally and domestically. I look back on all the dogs in my life - all of
which I have loved deeply and which have been an essential part of my life. So, this is the
book of Nigel - but also the book of all our dogs in every British family and a celebration of the
deep love we feel for them' Monty Don
With a generous dash of humor and fun, bestselling author Dan Gookin shows people how to
select the right machine and tackle typical laptop challenges Laptop sales recently surpassed
those of desktop machines-a trend that seems likely to continue A must for laptop newbies as
well as road warriors who need to get the most out of their machines Covers synchronizing
with the desktop, accessing the desktop remotely, coordinating e-mail pickup between two
machines, wireless networking, managing power, and securing a laptop
A fascinating glimpse into life at home in the country with Paul and his animals. Paul O'Grady's
Country Life takes us into the home of one of Britain's best loved stars. Paul's life in rural Kent
-- which he shares with his dogs, sheep, cows, chickens and owls -- is as far removed from the
bright lights of celebrity as you could possibly imagine. Yet this is where he is happiest and
most relaxed. In tune with the rhythms of the country year -- from lambing in the spring and the
village fete in the summer to the Halloween parties of autumn and the crackling fireside
festivity of winter -- Paul's life at home comprises all the joys of rural existence. Whether he's
baking a Simnel Cake for Easter or making a special meal when his grandkids come to stay,
cooking up his herbal remedies like Four Thieves Vinegar to ward off winter colds or making
his own Christmas decorations to decorate his lovely house for the festive season, Paul is
never happier than when he spends time at home with his animals. Beautifully designed and
illustrated with specially commissioned photography throughout, this book offers a very
personal insight into the life of a national treasure.
The hilarious and action-packed middle grade adventure from beloved comedian and
bestselling author Paul O’Grady.
THE TOP TEN BESTSELLER: The Inspirational Life of Finn, Britain's Bravest Dog, Winner of
the 2017 Daily Mirror Animal Hero of the Year Award and Star of Britain's Got Talent 2019
Hertfordshire, October 5th 2016. At around 2 a.m., PC Dave Wardell and his dog, PD Finn,
were trying to apprehend a robbery suspect when he turned around and attacked them. Finn
was stabbed with a ten-inch-bladed knife, both through his chest, via his armpit and then - the
knife bound for Dave - through the top of his head. Finn no doubt saved Dave's life, but the
race was on to try and save Finn's. Dave Wardell's heartfelt memoir charts an incredible
journey of friendship and loyalty. It is a celebration of the bond between one man and his dog,
from when Dave collected Finn from his kennels at just nine months old, all the way through to
Finn's recent and hard-earned retirement. The book charts the career of a highly trained, highly
decorated dog. In his time on the job Finn tracked offenders of all kinds; found missing
children; tackled armed offenders; saved lives. But Finn isn't just a police dog - he's also a
cherished family pet and this is his remarkable, life-affirming story.
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